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CHARACTERISTICS ON THE

Abstract: This paper tackles the project scheduling problem in presence

of complex networks of activities, resource constraints, overlapping and

rework. The objective is to analyse the influence of project characteristics,

such as project size, resource constraints, overlapping opportunities and

rework, on the efficiency of overlapping in terms of reduction of the

project makespan. An exact solution procedure and a metaheuristic are

thus proposed to minimize the project makespan, while limiting the use

of overlapping. A two-part model is used to conduct a statistical analysis

of the influence of project characteristics on the makespan gain with

overlapping. Results suggest that the best overlapping decision should

consist in overlapping few pairs of overlappable activities with a large

degree of overlapping. Furthermore, for complex projects, overlapping

decisions should not rely solely on the criticality of the activities. These

findings provide a better understanding of overlapping decisions and

should guide planners in improving existing practices.
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Overlapping consists in relaxing the sequential execution

of dependent activities by allowing downstream activities

to begin before receiving all the final information

required from upstream activities. Several strategies

developed to accelerate project execution, such as

concurrent engineering (Terwiesch and Loch, 1999) and

fast-tracking (Dzeng, 2006 and Pena-Mora and Li, 2001),

are based on the concept of overlapping. However,

overlapping often causes additional reworks in

downstream activities, as well as iterations of

interdependent activities. Such reworks may outweigh

the benefices of overlapping in terms of cost and time

(Terwiesch and Loch, 1999). This raises the question of

when and to which extent overlapping should be applied.

Two groups of models have been developed in the

literature to investigate this question. First, many authors

have considered only one or few pairs of overlappable

activities and no resource constraints. Such models were

described, for example, by Krishnan et al. (1997), Roemer

et al. (2000), Roemer and Ahmadi (2004), Khoueiry et al.

(2013), Loch and Terwiesch (1998), Lin et al. (2010) and

Tyagi et al. (2013). Other approaches, such as those

proposed by Browning and Eppinger (2002), Wang and

Lin (2009), Lim et al. (2014), Cho and Eppinger (2005) and

Huang and Chen (2006), have considered overlapping in

projects with complex networks of activities using

scheduling techniques. These approaches can be

distinguished according to the deterministic or stochastic

nature of the problem and whether resource constraints,

reworks and iterations are considered.

The standard deterministic Resource-Constrained Project

Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) has also been extended to

model overlapping without feedbacks and iterations. The

objective is not only to find the final date of the project,

but also the execution dates of the activities that will be

used as baseline schedule. Such extensions were

described, for example, by Gerk and Qassim (2008),

Berthaut et al. (2014), Bartusch et al. (1988), De Reyck and

Herroelen (1998), Bozejko et al. (2014) and Liberatore and

Pollack-Johnson (2006).

In the aforementioned literature, only few papers have

considered resource constraints and non-negligible

reworks. Furthermore, all these papers assumed a simple

linear relationship between the amount of rework and

the amount of overlap, which is not realistic. In order to

fill this gap, Berthaut et al. (2011) proposed a formulation

based on overlapping modes. Preliminary information

can be issued at predefined intermediate points

corresponding to the completion of internal milestones

of the upstream activity. An expected amount of rework

in the downstream activity is associated with the release

of preliminary information, which is not required to be

linear with the amount of overlap. If the downstream

activity starts at a given milestone or before the next

milestone, the same expected amount of rework is

considered. The expected total amount of rework is a

piecewise constant function of the amount of overlap,

where each step is called an overlapping mode. Linear

integer programming models have also been proposed in

the last few years for the RCPSP with activity overlapping.

Such models were described, for example, by Berthaut et

al. (2011), Grèze et al. (2014a, 2014b), Berthaut et al. (2014)

and Grèze et al. (2011). Baydoun et al. (2016) also

developed a rough-cut capacity planning model for

overlapping work packages. In these models, the

overlapping modes are converted for convenience into

activity modes, which represent all the combinations of

overlapping modes of an activity with the associated

overlappable activities. As a consequence, the number of

overlapping variable decisions is very large.

The main objective of this paper is to measure and

analyse the effects of project characteristics, such as

project size, resource constraints, overlapping

opportunities and rework, on the efficiency of

overlapping. The efficiency of overlapping is measured by

the relative makespan gain from the project without

overlapping, while limiting the use of overlapping. The

makespan and the overlapping decisions are computed

by solving the RCPSP with overlapping modes with two

optimization techniques. First, a 0-1 integer linear

program is introduced. 
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The program directly models the overlapping modes,

instead of modeling activity modes. The model is solved

with the CPLEX solver. An advanced scatter search-based

metaheuristic is also proposed to solve the RCPSP with

overlapping modes. The mathematical model and the

metaheuristic are tested on a set of instances generated

with a full factorial experimental design of the project

parameters. A statistical analysis of the results enables to

capture the influence of the projects characteristics on

the efficiency of overlapping and to identify the most

efficient practical overlapping strategies to improve the

makespan gain.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 describes the problem statement and

assumptions. The 0-1 integer linear programming model

is presented in section 3. The metaheuristic is described

in section 4. Section 5 presents the generator of projects

with overlapping. The computational results are

summarized and analysed in section 6 and the findings

are compared to practical overlapping strategies in

section 7. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper with

recommendations for future work.

2     PROBLEM STATEMENT AND ASSUMPTIONS

EFFICIENCY OF ACTIVITY OVERLAPPING
IN PROJECT SCHEDULING

A project is defined by a set of activities S including two

fictitious activities 0 and n+1 which correspond to the

project start and end, respectively. Let dj be the normal

duration of activity j without overlapping. The symbols

used throughout the paper are defined in Table 1. 

The following assumptions are considered:

     1) The information flow is unidirectional from upstream

to downstream activities. Feedback information from

downstream activities can lead to modifications in the

upstream activities and cause iterations in the case of

interdependent activities (Wang and Lin, 2009). Design

structure matrix, block triangularization algorithms, and

aggregation and decomposition of activities can be used

to determine a sequence of activities without any

feedback (Browning, 2001). We assume that such

preliminary studies have been conducted.

Table 1: Symbols and definitions
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Fig. 1: Overlapping process with overlapping modes
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Fig. 2: Flow chart of the proposed

scatter search algorithm
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Table 2: Parameter levels of the benchmark set
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Table 4: Parameter tuning for the proposed scatter search for the RCPSP with overlapping

Table 3: Parameter levels of the benchmark set

Table 5: Detailed performance for the proposed Scatter search
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*for the subset of 1261 instances for which an optimal schedule is found with the exact procedure.

Table 6: Comparison of the exact procedure and the

SS for the RCPSP with overlapping for 30 activities

Table 7: Sensitivity of the makespan gain with respect

to the stopping criterion and the project size

Fig. 3: Histogram of the makespan gain with overlapping

(16)

with

(17)

(18)
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Table 8: Results of fitting the logistic regression model and the gamma log link model
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Fig. 4: Predicted probability of makespan gain

as a function of the parameters

Fig. 5: Predicted makespan gain (conditional on its being

positive) as a function of the parameters

(19)
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Table 9: Frequency of distribution of the proportion of overlapped pairs

Table 10: Frequency of distribution of the average amount of overlap for the overlapped pairs

Table 11: Frequency of distribution of the average proportion of overlapped pairs on the critical path

Table 12. Summary of overlapping strategies to improve the efficiency of overlapping
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